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The eye..movmovements of two col- ge graduates were
monitored in a study :at flexible reading, Which:i0'defined as
'ability to adjust -one'vrate and .approach to reading accorling to the
purpose-of reading, the difficulty of the material, and- one's
_knowledge of 'the-subject matter. The subjects vete told to:-read an
excerpt from a tenth grade biology tex- as it it were a homework
assignment.:They.veretested'with detail-A-894y and multiple choice
questions after reading the section twice. The' r-irstreading'data
showed that subjects slowed down- for-ideas th6,t tended-to. be
recalled,, for important ideas, for ideas that contained new or
unfamiliar information, arid for ideas Containing a nigh number of
prepositions essential to-the gist of'that idea. Analyses of,the
changes between first and second -readings showed that the, difference
rate was correlated .with-meaning unit importance ratings, the -average
importance of-propositions in an. idea, the propositions essential to
the gist of an idea, and serial position. The overall pattern of
correlations ,showed that the subjects rea* dimportant_ 51 wbrs
per minute slcwer.and unimportant ideas B4 words per minute faster on
the,sectind reading.than they did on the first reading. These-data
support the notion that macro and micro variations in eye movement
Patterns- resulted from. flexible reading strqtegies\under :voluntary

zitrol. (EL)
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When4asked to characterize ',peeler r

readinge he ability to adjust

tiers, educators single out

one's rate

the purpose of reading, with the difficulty of

.background'

,L

9: see nis

Tinker, -1947). Despite. its importanc;, very little is known abeut

and approach to

-.teriaL and with

AnoWledge of the particular subject matter" (Weintraub,

Fisher & Montanary, 1977; Harris 19,76.; .and
,

adaptable reading strategies and as a .result; educ ors have not'develop4d

-effective leaSon,-pIans for teaching it. One reason is, that flexibility

been treated as a:mOdulating single strategy when it is in., fact. a Op-

of fundamental component\ strategies representing successive, stages Vin. the

acAUisition procesi. In the presen.t paper we use eye movement records to

Analyze and parse out components of flexible reading. )

Some researchers have examined flexibility as a,betwell.passa'ge

ategy using total reading time over an entire passage as their main

Te pase Measure where typography and content', were varied (cf. Fisher,

976; Rankin, 1974). We, on the other jiand, follow the lead of 5hebilske

and Reid (1979) who used eye movement records to analyze components of

flexibLA.reading within passages. Shebllske and Reid based their analysis

on a reading model, according to which', eye movements are controlled by
\

recognition' and- comprehension. Recognition processes map light patterns

onto surface structural units corresponding to lettersyllables :

sentences, and paragraphs. (Several recent reaffirma ns of the influence

f recognition processes on eye movements have been ma_e(cf.',Just and

Carpenter; 1980: Rayner, 1978). Comprehenaion processes map th o6tput

from recognition processes onto conceptual representation's and build

conceptual units into ctured internalized representations.



a and Reid provided support.that

influence 'eye...mOvements by showing that stud
,-

narrative slow down when reading sentences .

higher-Order conceptual units than-they do

.related- but when- these same sentences we

difference was found. They argued tha

represented'coMponents-of inrra-passag

infra- with inter - passage flexibititY

,c6rrelatione

ens ion p Ocesses

a.2000 word

at e indirectly -rela

ovr ehtences that

e read out of-con no

d

ectly

-contextual effects'

en they compered

signifiCant positiVe

The present study exten ement measures of the

',.hypothesized flexibility mild adaptab

Twoproblems must: be solveci in

textbook reading.

o measure e components cf flexible

reaciin- defining. units of ana and-2) specifying, relevant

cliaracte- ristics .of those un -its.

is whethr or not the units and h racteristics can,be 'used to shed light

nn'adaptabIe reading. In the Frsent study we-tested -units and their

id -tesi or any recommended solution

characteristics that were dove -ed by a multipdisciplinary team effort.'

The units and characteriot1 were defined from the point of view that what

'is read is as important an 'author has written and therefore the
a

A

ways ideas.are segmented; charAtteristics impOrtance and

familiarity area expected

fixatiOn durationi

fixations.

Subjects. Two

o be revealed in changes in eye movement dynamics

equency and distance between _subsequent

Methods

chnical staff employeps_a: the uman Engineering

Laboratory volunteered to participate in our experiment. Both had' received

undergraduate collgge degr es in areas other than biolog-



Apparatus nd Materials. We measured :eye mevemenfa

oculopeter 1Qca ed at the

Engineering Lab

aviorall Reseatch .Directorate, 11Uman,

nd, Maryland. F urtheraterry,et Aberdeen'ProvingICr

vieviing Odtem'arereported by MOnty (1975). Reading

material was pro ectad onto a.24"-, X 40' screen located 1.7.metera rront

bo sa\t in an, easy chair without head restraints. Since all

recording equipment was located in ,separate room, subjects were not aware,

t their .eye movements were being ed., Calibration was

accoMplished,in tasks that did not give away "its true purpose. Ijorizontai

eye position wa'smeasured with an accuracy of appeekimately 1° .:letter

word)`, and vertical eye position was measured

approximately 1° (one. line). This TV based monitoring system utilizes a

zith an accuracy of

POP,- 1112O and FDP'11/510 for pupil/iris acquisition and on.$ltne analysis.

A Tektronix hard copy unit provides scanpatterns of segmented fixations-.

The text was a 2866' word excerpt from a tenth grade biology textbook
I A

(BSCS, Greg Version, 2nd edition), typed in pica and double spaced with

about 15 lines per 'page.

Procedure. Subjects were told to read the excerpt as they would

ordinarily read such a passage for a homework assignment. They proceeded
/414

to advance slides to new pages. Theytheir pace pushing a button

were told that they would 'be tested with detailed es_ y. and multiple choice

questions and that they would have an-,opportunity to reread the text before

the test. Tests of paraphrastic recall and multiple holce followed the

second reading.

Results

Several preliminary analyses assessed the representativeness of our

two reader Recalls proved- comparable to those given by University .of



ea in our previous .experiments and' that' reading rates'

college studr ent norms. 'One readeet averaged 232 Wbrds

icat reading and the ot qr, averaged 335 words per

age reading rates for college students is about' 280 words

Ifrr minute Fr,r Raoy material (Taylor, Frankenpohl, b Pette, 1960).

Sr. a -aihs and digital rec rds, like those In' Figure 1 of critical
:c-

m rs Df each fixation like duration, location and distance from

'.ikation-were analyzed. Each reader produced more ,than twelve

data points for each reading. To over oftle a-pOtentiar

overwholming problem a hierarchical method of data analysiswas-devised.

First analyzed were macro-level aggregates of eye movementS, then the

micro-parameters oflindividual fixations.

The Macroleveranalysis. measured modulatiO s in reading rate as a

Lion of meaning unit characteristica- For ,e ch meaning unit three

scores-were averaged over.. both subjects: adingrates. for the first

and cecdnd xeadingb, and the' difference in rate between the t and

second-reading. -These data were then correlated with the first. reading

rate and the difference rate with the 18 meaning unit characteristics, shown

in Table 1.

Insert Table,l'about here

-esults of the analysis of the fi reading data..sho ed that

bjects'slowed down for..ideas thatAtended to be recalled p

for.. important ideas -.17, 2 <i07) for ideas that container

new or yun,familiar information (e. <.03

a,highnUmber, of prepositions essential the gist of that idea

and for ideaS containing

(- 1-7):



Analyses of the changes between f irst. and 'second readings showed that

the difference rate as co

(r = .44, p<.001), the average pbrtance of propositions

elated' with meaning nni- importance ratings

the propositions es

p<.01) and serial position (

n idea ,,(r

o he gist of idea (

-.28, p.01). The correlation with' serial

position indicates that on a second reading subjects sloWed. down mare

4
towards the end of the passage. One possible explanation for this is that

here was more important inEorMatioh near- the end of, this passage.

The overall pattern of correlations shOw_that readers modulate their
_ .

rate in accord -th the familiarity (old ar new)/ of information on theI
first reading, spending more time on new information, and to wheth

ewed'asimportant or un -portant on the second reading.

The mean reading rates foe impo

interest. On the first reading,

unimportant ideas are of special

e.subjects read important and

-,ulimportant,ideas at rates of 280 wpm

second reading, they read

unimportant ideas at the rate of

important ideas 51 wpm slower and unimportant-ideas 84 wpm faster than they

0 288 -wpm respectively. 'On the

eas at the rate of 229 wpm ai

That is, these subjects read

did on the first reading. Even with'two subjects. :the' est.of this_

interaction

in a pos

giving power to our ,finding.

test with idea nits as -the random variable, resulted

-_sed but significant, t ( 2) '= 3.60, p(.001,

Since= importance was the most influential meaning' unit characteristic

our macro=adatysis'of aggregated eye ,movements, a microanalyses of

individual eye fixaE _ns comparing fixations on import nt and unimportant

ideas ,followed. Differences in fixation, duration, number 'f regressions,

and interfxation distance were analyzed. On first and second readings



similar trends appeared Raders had longer fix ions and

on'important ideas while inte fixation distances'were

More. specifically": morn fixation durations: of 276 msec. _o

ideas vs. 24© cosec. for unimportant, 4 regressions per impo

-vs. -1 regression per unimportant Unit and 3) average interfixat
4

distances of*4.28 -de

.unimportant ones. It was not infrequently that readers finished a meaning

=ees fa important ideas vs. 4.46 degrees

unit beeore-decidi-g to down and take another look,at it. Thi

veri icat on:process was also evident when they came to the last wor in a

unit (most likely an important ,unit).And'.then. made a large regression

sometimes back to the first word in the idea. This result not only reveals

an interesting reading strategy and. provtdes-support for comprehensir n
)

=

effeOts, but also adds construct validity to our meaning unit's.

Discussion'.

The data reported support the notion that macro and

in eye movement patterns ult fro

voluntary control. At times the variations. correspond to and

determined by:the text, while at other times variations reflect the

micro variations

flexible reading strategies under '\

subject's vi important information. That is, subjects could have read

important and unfamiliar material faster if they had chosen to do so.

interpretation will be further tisted in future experiments that will

manipulate variables like the purpose for reading, background knowledge,

tqxt redundancy; and end of 'sentence/idea unit integration time.

The prospects for future research are especially bright considering.

that adaptability and generality of our reader-based procedures for

utilizing and characte

Karmiohl (1979) recentl

-zing reading in applied content. area settin

wed 'that reader-based procedures can detect



.variations in i'erre-ived text strtie_u

'contexts like rea passage on

that,occur in a wide range of

ng to business students or to_

psychology students. Recent preliminary 'studies using Karmiohl.s materials.

showed that rearkers.mov6 their eyes differently depending 40on how they

perc the text structure. The adapiabiI our 'reader based

procedures contract sharply

being used to unitize and

Just & Carpenter, 19

an

nth the Jimitlitions of formal text gram

characterize texts in other laboratories (e.

Formal grammars 'easure Only the structure that

.

uthor puts into a text; tbey.do not meaaure the structures,,the readers

see' in a` text (cf. Shebi 1940).

Al-text grarrnma applies to onesdiscourse style, others in

roup have identified and measured a_variety of discou-se

sty es in textbooks (cf.- Deese, 1960). The.adaptabil tyand generality of

apprOach makes particularly well suited for studying.indivdual

differences based ,on background. Background effects were shown in the

present study when students regulated their _yemovements accordi_

whether information was old or new. =individuals also differ in their

fAmiliai_ty with various styles of discourse.. and in their ability to

discover modifiers and to make inferences. The present study represents a

starting point from which

individuals' performance..

toward comprehensive analyses of

Specific rcpmmendat _ns for teaching may be premature,-but some

suggestions for application are appropriate and timely.- This project is

based upon the-- i -cal assumption that, the mechanics of reading are

largely controlled by the level of understanding and not the other way

around. Therefore, the path of previous attempts to improve reading by

improving the mechanics of eye movements Ti.nker,.1958) goes counter to



our purpose. For the most part eye movement measures will; remain in the

labotory and provide one of several converging operations used to infer

effective, flexible reading strategies Our goal will be to encourage the

use of flexible strategies on the part of the reader and to infofm:the text

r and produder about, the facilitory A0e-

analysis. At the classroom level, we Are

with teachers in an attempt

more efficient
9

coordinating our

our data a .sound e cal foundation

for developing effectual 'lesson plans for teach ng flexible reading.
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Tab-le

MEANING UNIT CHARACTERISTICS

Recall 2 Proport on of Subjects Recalling MU,

2. MU Importance Rating.

a. Average Importance of Propositions in MU.

a. Number of Propositions in

5. Number of `W tds in MU.

Numbec N po ES3 it- Lo 01.3L

Number of Impotta.nt Propos

Propo _iclO of Plc)

ekup ltiou DTI

4 1.4-11A

C IL i

A C,31.1A,,,,k
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